Throughout the school year, the VVS Entertainment Industries (Ei) Class works hard to develop new skills including everything from writing original lyrics to using professional-quality studio recording equipment.

As a part of a class-wide initiative to inspire hope and encourage people of all ages that they have what it takes to make their dreams a reality, students will showcase many of the original songs (completely created by students) as well as other original works of creativity, including skits, and writings.

Working on the projects brings the class together into a huge family, and following in the footsteps of our predecessors, we want to spread the love, the joy, and the inspiration to everyone in the world around us.

VVS Entertainment Industries Present:
EVERY VOICE MATTERS
May 5, 2017
7:00 p.m.
VVS High School Auditorium

Purchased at the Door
Adults: $5
Students: $2
The VVS Talent Show presents its top performers during each year’s Every Voice Matters Concert. Students and faculty from the VVS District work hard and audition to showcase their talents alongside Entertainment industries (Ei) students.

The Every Voice Matters Award, a new VVS Ei tradition, was started by the 2015–2016 class. The award stands to recognize a student of character, action, and positive influence within our school, and are individuals who rarely receive the credit they deserve.

As a group, the Entertainment industries staff collects peer-written nominations from around the VVS High School to determine a proper candidate to receive the recognition. The award will be presented at the Every Voice Matters Concert.

The award recipient, while unrecognized by most, is one who contributes a lasting impact on his/her peers by refusing to be a bystander of any negative behavior and by acting as a spokesperson for generosity, kindness, and cooperation throughout the community.

The Every Voice Matters Award

Stand out
Stand up
Stand by
Stand firm

The presentation of The Norman J. Reed Legacy Award occurs annually by the Entertainment Industries Class since 2012. The award serves to recognize a selfless individual who has spent his or her life devoted to bettering the VVS community.

Through the recipients’ hard work and immense efforts, they leave a legacy for the communities of Vernon, Verona, and Sherrill by demonstrating generosity, perseverance, and caring. During the Every Voice Matters Concert each May, the Legacy Award will be presented to an individual who has truly inspired the VVS community.